INTRODUCTION
The advent of big data coupled with an increased awareness of hidden networks drives a need to understand how partial information correlates to ground truth. For example, portions of a network are often captured and used to make decisions on the entire ground truth network. Additionally, information on modern networks is rarely static, requiring a continuous process of node or edge discovery and information revision.
While partial information is sometimes sufficient to make decisions, it is sufficient to influence the process of networks' discovery. Random walks have been used to explore networks of all sizes, however they don't make use of discovered information. By assuming a minimal amount of partial information from sampling, we create intelligent walks by building on the information explored. We search for sampling methodology that minimize the samples needed while maximizing the information each new node reveals about the network.
We propose measuring this captured information by the percent of nodes and edges sampled nodes can observe. Each sampled node (called monitor) can observe its neighbors and the edges from the sampled node to the neighbors. This allows us to articulate the decision problem as follows: Problem Definition: Given the current (partial) knowledge of a network, what node should be visited next to reveal the most of the network's topology?
The assumed environment consists of a network with an estimated number of nodes and no other information (no specific topology). These nodes can be traversed, with no barriers of any sort, and no physical distance is considered, rather the connections between nodes. Exploration is performed sequentially, following ACM acknowledges that this contribution was authored or co-authored by an employee, or contractor of the national government. As such, the Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to publish or reproduce this article, or to allow others to do so, for Government purposes only. Permission to make digital or hard copies for personal or classroom use is granted. Copies must bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. To copy otherwise, distribute, republish, or post, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. either a path (without skips) or random sampling of nodes, and multiple conditions are added to improve on the inference. For demonstration purposes the algorithms are tested on networks of different size and topology. A description of these networks is found in Table 3 and Section 2.3.
The work of Davis et al. [7] , presents a history of inferences and introduces a new one. Our research contrasts their algorithm with new variants in order to explore the choices one has in inferring a network. A comparison of performance of our algorithms against upper and lower bounds, as well as the established algorithm of [7] on each of these different test networks will be presented.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 1 gives the introduction and motivation for the research. Section 2 introduces supporting definitions and related work. Section 3 presents our methodology, the seven algorithms that we compare. Section 4 presents the results of the seven algorithms. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions and implications of the current research. Section 6 identifies future extensions of the current research.
RELATED WORK AND DEFINITIONS 2.1 Related Work
The explosion of network science in the last two decades has spawned the need for more robust discovery and detection algorithms on networks. Search algorithms have been well studied in complex networks, employing strategies such as random walk, no-back walk, no-triangle-loop walk, no-quadrangle-loop walk, and self-avoiding random walk with newer examples presented in [1, 15, 16, 25] . In this research we consider the related problem of discovering a network rather than searching on a network, as done in e [24] while searching for people of interest.
Network (or graph) discovery/sampling has a rich literature yet it still fails to consider the challenge of partial information. Traditional random walks [3, 13, 21] , biased random walks [10] , or walks combined with reversible Markov Chains [2] do not fully use discovered knowledge to improve performance. Alternatives such as Bayesian methods [9, 22] or standard exhaustive search algorithms, like depth or breadth first searches, likewise fail to use discovered knowledge effectively. While often these techniques are sufficient, increasingly complex topologies, large, or partially hidden networks significantly complicate matters [4, 6, 8, 19 ].
Definitions
We formally define the introduced idea of a monitor to help articulate how discovery on the network is carried out. Definition 2.1. We say that a monitor on node i detects an edge ij if i and ij are incident, and i detects the label ij of the edge (i.e. the monitor discovers the label of the other end node of ij) [7] . This then implies that a monitor on node i detects a node j if there is an edge ij connecting them. We also allow the monitor on i to discover the deg j. Figure 1 shows a dark mini-network, and the colored part being lit by a monitor placed on v 3 .
Figure 1: A graph and a monitor placed at node v 3 [7] If each of two monitors i and j will individually detect node k, they will identify that it is the same k. We refer the reader to [20] for additional terminology not included in this paper. returns True/False if a list is empty or has elements, respectively B\A = {x ∈ B ∧ x A} relative complement of a set A with respect to B
Data Description
For our research we use six data set, two real networks (one connected and one with several components) and created (synthetic) networks with comparable metrics. General Relativity Collaboration Network (GR): The GR network from SNAP [17] , captures the collaboration between authors who submit papers to the General Relativity and Quantum Cosmology category on arXiv.org. Edges connect co-authors. Placing a monitor on author i is asking author i to provide a list of all the authors he had collaborated with. The network has order 5242 and size 14, 496. Erdós Rényi Random Network (ER): The ER network was created using the ER(n, m) random network model of NetworkX [12] . In this model the number of nodes and edges are specified, but the distribution of the degrees is random. [23] . In this model a ring over n nodes with k neighbors has edges rewired with probability p. The number of edges remains constant. The parameters used were n = 5242, k = 6, and p = 0.05 generating a graph with a total of 15726 edges. Stochastic Block Model (SBM): An SBM network [14] allows the creation of a specific number of community groups within a graph. We used Python-igraph's [5] SBM generator to create a network with 5242 nodes, 44663 edges and 4 communities. The preferential attachment matrix had a probability of 0.5% for intra-community and 0.1% for inter-community edges. Community block sizes were approximately equal sized.
METHODOLOGY
We introduce four algorithm variants and compare them to three bounding algorithms and Davis et al. 's original technique. For lower bounds we use random placement or a simple random walk; for upper bounds we use a degree-greedy perfect information algorithm. For consistency, we perform these comparisons on the four networks originally studied in Davis et al. [7] and two additional networks which are introduced in Subsection 2.3. The algorithms can be explored interactively using the Network Discovery Visualization Program at: http://faculty.nps.edu/rgera/projects.html. A python implementation of each algorithm is also available from https://github.com/Pelonza/Graph_Inference. For our inferences we assume minimal a priori information about the network: an estimate of the node count and the ability to randomly access nodes. The configuration and layout of the nodes and edges are unknown until the monitors are placed. We also stop placing monitors when 50% of the estimated nodes occupied by monitors, matching Davis et al. 's stopping condition [7] , which generally discovers all or almost the whole network.
The modification in Subsection 3.1 originated from observing that on scale-free graphs Davis et al. 's algorithm performs a significant amount of restarting. This behavior is demonstrated in Figure 2 which shows the number of walks as a function of the walk-length for four of the test graphs and three algorithms. The lower left plots depict the count of paths in the Random Walk Highest Degree (RWHD) introduced in [7] . These show thousands of paths with length 1, and very few paths of length > 8. Such as distribution is clearly created from a high amount of (unnecessary) restarting. Our improvements increase, through longer paths (HC p ) and higher long-path counts (HC pL ), the average path length. The remainder of this section details the various algorithms, including the motivation for our variants, and the notation can be found in Table 1 . Subsection 3.1 presents an improved version of the algorithm Random Walk Highest Degree (RWHD) introduced by [7] , followed by our more complex variants in Subsection 3.2. We conclude with our three bounding algorithms in Subsection 3.3. Our algorithms described are summarized in Table 2 .
Algorithm HC p :
Probabilistic Hill Climb Algorithm
One may think of our inference algorithms much like a YouTube surfer who only watches top-ranked videos. Watching a video and recommended videos based on view count, is equivalent to visiting a node and using the neighbors' degrees for the walk. Only watching a highly ranked video is similar to a preference for high degree. We allow a surfer to enter a new search term when previously watch videos begin to dominate the recommendations. This is captured through the teleports, as the walks are drawn towards the dense discovered neighborhoods. Alternatively, a surfer may exhaust a particular channel before finding a new one. Likewise, a walk may still wanders around in the current neighborhood while there are un-monitored (high degree) neighbors available.
The pseudo-code is detailed in Algorithm 1. Briefly, in words: The algorithm begins by randomly placing the initial monitor on the network. Subsequent monitors are placed on viable neighbors or a teleport is induced. For a monitor x, let the set of neighbors that do not have a monitor placed on them be N * (x ), i.e., N * (x ) = N (x ) − Monitor _set. We define a viable neighbor of x to be a node of the highest degree in N * (x ). If more than one viable neighbor exists, randomly pick one. Otherwise, if no viable neighbor exists, based on the given probability either:
• teleport to the highest degree node seen/discovered , that is not occupied by a monitor, or • teleport to a random (unmonitored) node in the network.
Algorithm 1: Probabilistic Hill Climb Algorithm (HC p )
Input: G original graph, p a restart probability Output: G inf , a set of nodes and edges that form the inferred graph N extNode ← a random node from G repeat
until 50% of nodes have monitors
The three numbered lines in Algorithm 1 show our modification, the exclusion of the monitored nodes, which wasn't in the original algorithm of Davis et al. [7] . Not removing the monitored nodes has the effect of significantly increasing the number of teleports as the hubs are discovered quickly in scale free networks.
The plots under the "HC p " legend in Figure 2 depict the effect on the walk-length distributions from Algorithm 1. As intended, some of the paths have a length in the upper hundreds, close to a thousand, and fewer paths of smaller length. Observing the process however, shows that the wandering happens in highly dense neighborhoods allowing for only minimal new discovery (primarily leaves or small branches). While the modification successfully addressed the proliferation of very short walks, now the lack of discovery must be addressed.
Algorithm HC p, condit ion : Probabilistic Hill Climb with conditional restart
The results from Algorithm 1 in Figure 2 motivates the addition of a special teleportation condition to interrupt these long discovery paths. The conditions seek to make the path length scale with the size of the network based on the average path length or the proportion of the nodes discovered per monitor. A sample of the impact on the walk-length distributions from these conditions is shown in Figure 2 under the label "HC pL ". This new modification is given in the Algorithm 2 where condition refers to one of the following three conditions:
(1) HC pL : the length of the current walk since the last restart is ≥ log n (2) HC pF : half of the neighbors of the most recently placed monitor already have monitors on them (3) HC pLF : both of the above conditions, which ever one is satisfied first 
Bounding Algorithms
3.3.1 Algorithm RW: Random walk. We would like to compare our algorithms against a benchmark of just random discovery of a networks, in order to show the benefit of the trouble of implementing our inferences. At their core, the algorithms introduced are heuristics for improving random walks. Therefore a natural lower bound is the simple random walk used extensively in network science. This algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 3.
3.3.2 Algorithm RP: Random Placement. The second lower bound algorithm captures a random sequential placement (random node selection) of monitor on the entire network, with no repetitions allowed on the monitor placement.
The last algorithm considered here seeks to provide a plausible upper bound for the inferred network. For this algorithm, we allow ourselves to to have complete information about the network. This level of knowledge makes the algorithm different from those introduced before it and we make use of this complete information to test the limit of the best case scenario for monitor placement. 3.3.3 Algorithm Ideal: Optimal monitor placement with complete information. Algorithm 5 operates by iteratively picking the largest degree node from the entire network to be a monitor, then deletes that node (and hence its incident edges) from the network, repeating until 50% of the nodes have been used as monitors. This method effectively accounts for the maximum undiscovered edges possible with each successive monitor placement.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Across datasets, the first (random) location of a monitor had negligible effect on discovery. After a few steps,our algorithms described in Table 2 found a central hub. Three cases of network topology can be examined to understand this. First, networks with homogeneous structure would have similar results independent of initial location. Second, networks with one hub create a strong probability that a high degree first algorithm will soon be within influence of that Once the central hub is found subsequent results will be expected similar. Finally, in networks with multiple hubs the results depend on which hub the algorithm infers first. This is the case with the sample Facebook data. This conclusion supplemented the motivation to explore the teleport conditions described in the Methodology section. Table 3 presents exact discovery rates on the six data sets by placing monitors on exactly 50% of each network: Erdős-Rényi (ER), Barabási-Albert (BA), Facebook (FB) and the General Relativity collaboration (GR) network. The true node count, edge count and number of components is shown in the top row. The columns present the number of vertices and edges, the proportion of the ground truth, and one standard deviation, found by placing monitors on 50% of the total nodes in the true network averaged over 50 runs. Algorithm abbreviations are found in Table 2 .
All of the bounding algorithms perform as expected. The two random algorithms used for a lower bound, generally find fewer edges and nodes than the other algorithms. Between 85 − 100% of the nodes in all the networks were discovered upon reaching 50% monitor coverage, with a very large standard deviation due to the randomness. The Ideal algorithm used for upper bounds discovers 98 − 100% of the nodes across the six networks, with no variation between runs. It also out performs all of the compared algorithms.
The algorithms we introduced show a solid improvement over the lower bounds on node exploration, and very close to the upper bounds. The exception was the HC p which discovers only 72% in the disconnected graph of GR. This poor inference by HC p stems from the many components in GR. Recall that HC p only has the default restart condition which requires all neighbors to already have monitors on them. Thus, as long a there is a neighbor without a monitor on it, the algorithm will place the new monitor on that neighbor which may not discover any new nodes. Finally, it is worth mentioning that all algorithms perform better on the BA and FB 
Results and Discussion of the progression of the algorithms
Besides the 50% mark presented in Table 3 , we show the performance of each algorithm as monitors get placed on increments from 1% to 50% of the nodes. Each plot is averaged over 50 trials. The intelligent walks are compared against the greedy approach we called Ideal (shown in black), and two lower bounds shown in different shades of freesia representing Random Placement (RP) and Random Walk (RW ). We chose the probability of p = 0.5 for all inference algorithms that had a choice of probability. Figures 3 and 4 show the node and edge discovery results for the Barabási-Albert Network-(a), the Erdős-Rényi network-(b), the Stochastic Block Model -(e) and the Watts-Strogatz Model -(f). In most cases the inference algorithms show minimal differences. A bigger difference can be seen between each model, with the discovery rate of both nodes and edges slower on the ER and WS networks. We also analyzed the same inferences for other values of p (not shown), which showed almost no difference for the either network. We believe this is mainly due to the fact that we are testing synthetic networks that don't capture real data formation very well. It is also worth noticing that the WS network stands out as the only network in which random placement performed the best.
Synthetic Networks.

Real Network-Facebook.
Most algorithms performed well in discovering nodes on the Facebook network as seen in Figure 3(d) . This occurs because they find their way quickly to the hubs, and a few hubs together discover almost all the nodes in the whole network. Even so, a greater differentiation between algorithms is visible compared to the synthetic results.
For node discovery, HC pLF and HC pL outperform all the algorithms and are extremely close to the Ideal. This implies that the restart condition requiring 50% of neighboring nodes to have monitors (denoted F) is rarely invoked and probably unnecessary here. RW HD, HC p and RP perform comparably and all the algorithms out perform RW .
With regards to the edges, Figure 4 (d) shows a complementary pattern in terms of relative algorithm performance to Fig. 3, due to the hubs discovering the same edges. All of our algorithms perform much better than the random ones, and extremely close to the greedy upper bound identified by the Ideal. This plot also emphasizes the trade-off between node or edge discovery from a given number of monitors. Careful examination shows that some inference algorithms perform better first, then are outperformed later in the inference. In the long run, all of the algorithms will end up inferring a very similar amount of nodes and edge. This suggests that one might as well place the monitors randomly since it is faster.
An example of this trade-off can be see in the performance of HC pF . Notice that HC p F outperforms all the algorithms in the beginning of the inference, yet it was outperformed by HC pLF and HC pL for the nodes. These two algorithms have restarting conditions, that make them infer at the same rate. Also, HC p and RW H D closely follow each other, and they end up outperforming all other algorithms in the second half of the inference. The HC p and RW H D algorithms do not have restarting conditions as the previous two, thus their performance is comparable as well.
Real
Network-General Relativity. The General Relativity network also accents the different behaviors of the algorithms. Due to the 355 components, algorithms that have more teleportation incorporated perform better by more quickly discovering the different components. Figure 3(c) shows that HC p F , HC pL , & HC pLF outperform all the algorithms at first as they discover the large components and high-degree nodes faster. However, once monitors are placed on about 20% of the nodes the algorithm that incorporates the most teleportation, RP, starts performing better. This is due to the fact that HC pF , HC pL , & HC pLF are forced to place monitors on most of a component before teleporting. At this point, these algorithms place monitors on nodes that have already been seen but not used as monitors thereby uncovering edges only. This can be see clearly in Figure 4 (c) which monotonically increases with no stagnation, outperforming RP by far. Positively, these algorithms explore the components in greater depth compared to the RP, even though overall network discovery is slower.
In edge discovery, HC p outperforms all other inferences, while performing similar to the HC p F at first. Since HC p has the least restart of all the algorithms it explores the connected components of the network in more detail. Recall that since this network has a power-law distribution only a few central hubs need to be discovered to identify most of the nodes. Contrast that with the prevalence of small degree nodes which require many more monitors to fully discover.
Comparing the algorithms across the six networks
We conclude our analysis of the best performing algorithms with Table 4 showing which algorithms perform best on each of the six networks most of the time.
If the goal is to infer nodes, the best algorithm choice is HC pLF with its two restart conditions. If the desired goal is to infer edges, HC pF performs better, which adds a teleportation once 1/2 of the neighbors of the most recently place monitor already have monitors. Knowing if the network is connected helps identify if the algorithm should depend more on randomness such as RW HD. That is, for different networks different algorithms perform better.
For disconnected networks, it seems that there is a tie between the HC p that performs best for edges and poor for nodes, and HC pLF that performs best for nodes and poor on the edges. Overall, we believe that HC pLF performs best in most situation, thus we would consider it to be the default algorithm.
CONCLUSION
In the current paper we introduced algorithms that infer a network with minimal a priori knowledge. The only knowledge required is an approximate size and access to random nodes to start (or teleport) the algorithm. Based on a given probability p and a prescribed condition, our algorithms teleport to a different part of the network or restart from a previously discovered large degree node that is not occupied by a monitor. The value of p is chosen before the algorithm starts, and for the analysis presented in the paper we chose p = .5. Therefore, the algorithms had an equal probability of picking a new random node (teleporting) or a previously discovered large degree node.
We analyzed our algorithms on synthetic networks (Erdős-Rényi, Barabási Albert, Stochastic Block Model, and Watts-Strogatz Networks) and real-world networks (one Facebook and one co-authorship network). Our analysis of 50 runs of the algorithms on the six networks demonstrated that the algorithms introduced in this research outperform the random walk and random placement, as expected. They also perform very close to a greedy approach with perfect information.
Furthermore, the algorithm variants were compared to a previously introduced algorithm, the Random Walk with preference for High Degree (RWHD) [7] . In that evaluation the algorithms introduced in this research tie with RWHD on the synthetic networks, with very little differentiation between any of the algorithms introduced. On the real networks, the new algorithms outperform Davis et al. 's [7] algorithm in both nodes and edges.
The only exceptions were the node discovery of the General Relativity network with had 355 components and the Watts-Strogatz Model. In this case, our algorithms perform better at first in node discovery, and at some point Random Placement performs better. That occurs because a random placement of monitors has a higher probability of teleporting to a node from a new component instead of exploring components in depth before jumping. This is clearly seen when we compared the edge discovery, where the random placement performed the worst by far. Therefore, if the graph is disconnected with many components, our algorithms will infer the largest component quickly and in detail, while the insignificant components are barely discovered or not discovered at all.
In choosing which algorithm to use in order to light up an unknown complex network, prior information about the network can help decide which inference to use. Realistic and useful prior information includes a rough estimate of the size of the network if the restart based on log n is to be used. This estimate also helps to define the budget of total monitors, which we chose to be at n/2 for this research. Second, a goal of inferring nodes or edges must be decided. Choosing a goal guides the decision between HC pLF and HC p F as summarized in subsection 4.2. Third, knowing if the network is connected helps identify if the algorithm should depend more on randomness such as RW HD. For disconnected networks,
FURTHER STUDIES
In a very literal sense, this method of network discovery gives specific information about the network of concern. That knowledge does not immediately lend insight into further network patterns. One possible extension for the algorithms is to create algorithms that do not infer the graph through a path but rather as a growing connected network from multiple nodes. This could be based on global information of the discovered network, rather than the local information obtained from the path. This would be a faster and possibly more expensive technique since more redundancies will be present. A secondary possibility would be to create an inference that jumps from algorithm to algorithm based on the information from the discovered network. We have barely scratched that surface with our conditions for teleportation.
Also, a network, as of yet, cannot be derived from a subnetwork, though many have tried. A possibility presented here, however, due to the independence of starting location of our algorithms, is that larger network topology can be inferred from the pattern in which this algorithm discovers the network. Machine learning could match patterns of nodes and edges discovered relative to monitors placed of previously classified networks. This can have further applications to cyber warfare, cyber attack, dark network analysis, and topology inference.
